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inelastic scattering, and I therefore give only a
reminder about this subject.
Consider, then, the process

e\>-*eX,

_

1.

which occurs predominantly through the exchange of a
single virtual photon: see figure 2.1. We are

Scope of the Lectures

The great interest of the quark parton model is
that it seems to provide a successful way of relat
ing together a variety of apparently very different
reactions.

In these lectures I review the principal

applications of the model, which means that I discuss

Figure 2.1. Electron or muon scattering through the
exchange of a virtual photon, which is absorbed by
the target hadron and causes it to break up.

the following reactions:
interested in those events where the momentum trans-

Deep inelastic scattering of electrons,

2

muons and neutrinos

fer q

Production of lepton pairs, J/»J/ and W

carried by the photon is large. Then the wave

length of the photon is small and so the interaction

in hadronic collisions

probes the short-distance structure of the nucléon

Electron-positron annihilation

target.

Large transverse momentum hadronic processes.

effects , I shall confine the discussion to the case

A striking feature of most reactions is supposed

where both initial particles are unpolarised.
From the usual Feynman rules, the matrix element

to be the presence of jets of hadrons in the final
state.

Although it is important to explore spin

This jet physics is now an important area of

corresponding to figure 2.1 is

experimental and theoretical activity, and a large

7ft = [0.(fe')y« *C*>3 1 - / V Ctf»-* X ) ,

part of these lectures is devoted to it. Another
important area of study nowadays is the modifications
to the simple parton model expected from the effects
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD).

I shall discuss the

simple parton model first, since to a very good approxmation it seems to be sufficient to describe much of

where A is the amplitude corresponding to the bubble
in the figure and describes the interaction of the
photon with the target.

We are interested in the

squared modulus of the matrix element, summed over the
possible systems X of final-state hadrons. This has

the existing data, and then consider some of the

the form

expected modifications towards the end of the lectures.
Various of the topics that I discuss are treated

I |mr *

in much more depth in other lectures at the 1978 CERN
school.

I mention particularly the lectures on QCD

X

L

-L. w ^
I

(2.2)

Here, the first factor is the leptonic part, calcul

by De Rujula and the neutrino lectures of Kleinknecht.
Lectures given at the 1978 CERN school of Physics.

ated from the terms in square brackets in (2.1), and
the second factor comes from the photon propagator.
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These are known factors, so that the experimental

Then, because baryon conservation requires that

v

data give information about w ' * , which corres

fto-*»") *%, M*" > where M is the nucléon mass, it

ponds to the interaction of the photon with the tar

must be that W > 1.

get nucléon. The term Wf"

u

2,

is a sum over the had-

If we write

ronic systems X of the squared modulus of the ampl

w, = m*> %*•)
vW,.= F^,^),

itude A. This is depicted diagrammatically in
figure 2.2, which shows also how the optical theorem
relates W'

to the imaginary part of the forward

(2S)

then it is possible to check that both F_ and F_ are

virtual Compton-scattering amplitude.

functions that are dimensionless. Experimentally, it
is found that to a good approximation.they become
2
functions only of a) when x> and q are large. This
is Bjorken scaling. It implies that dependence on any

,j&

w •1

fixed dimensional parameter (mass or length) has dis

x

appeared.
Figure 2.3 shows data for large cO ; there is
2
very little variation with q . Just how good Bjorken
scaling is, and what is the nature of the deviations

2lw

=

0.S

60 < « < 1(0

0.4
0.3

4

• *

0.7.

Figure 2.2. Definition of w'** in terms of the amp
litude A of (2.1), together with its relation to the
forward virtual Compton amplitude through the
optical theorem.

O.S

o.+
20<«<.60

0.3-

«M*

is a tensor, and it has the decomposi

tion

0.1

„

W"= -(»'"- ^-)w, +

o.s
•

0.4-

(r-J^t'XK'-fcitDvt. .

•

•

0.3 -•

<2 3)

0.1

Here HL and W_ are two Lorentz scalar functions;

10

they depend on the pair of Lorentz scalars q and
V a P-9, •

T o

20
1

.9^ (GtV )

arrive at the decomposition (2.3),

one needs, in addition to Lorentz invariance,

Figure 2.3. Data from F_(iO , q ) from the two Fermilab f*^ scattering experiments; see reference 3. The
errors shown are statistical.

(i) parity conservation: this excludes a
possible term e^* *"*' 9 « \*p ^ 3 » which
-

is present in the case of neutrino

from it, is an important question in current experi

scattering,

mental and theoretical research. Discussion of this
question is obscured by the fact that Bjorken scaling

(ii) current conservation: Ou,

ropriate for experiments in which the proton is un-

is expected to be, at best, an asymptotic property,
2
valid at rather large values of xf and q . Much of
the data correspond to only moderate values of these

polarised.

variables, and this raises the question whether it is

In (2.3), an average is implied over the two possible
spin configurations of the target proton, as is app

meaningful to plot such data in terms of some modified
Notice that, because it is a momentum transfer,
q

<

variable, say

0. To get a feeling for the significance of

Xt = b.O , notice that in the rest frame of the target

CJ-

it is equal to Mq°, where q° is the energy carried by
the virtual photon.

CJ =

It is usual to define

QL»/-<C
(2.4)

st

3.XJ + 0.

-<c

(2.6)

where a is some constant parameter. At sufficiently
2
large V and q , <»)„_ and W
become indistinguish
able, but at small values of OJ existing data seem
to display Bjorken scaling much better if a is chosen
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suitably than if W
variable.

is assumed to be the appropriate

This is shown in figure 2.4, which shows

of pointlike (or, perhaps, almost pointlike) partons.
The virtual photon then scatters on one of the partons,
figure 3.1.

0.4
Ô.5

(O
0.40.3
Figure 3.1.
Model.

Deep Inelastic Scattering in the Parton

Assume that the momentum-space wave function of

0.4-

the proton is sufficiently compact that, in a frame
where the nucléon momentum j> is very large, the mom

0.3

•

entum of each parton is almost parallel to it. That

• . («>

is, before it is struck by the virtual photon the

0.2.

parton's momentum is approximately x (» , where x is
some fraction between 0 and 1.
the parton is (^b*

+

A

X

/ " )

Then the energy of
» where yw. is the

parton mass, and for large b this is approximately
ac )p° . Hence the whole parton four-momentum is

o.a
•

•

•

•

almost equal to act .

i«»)

•

o.z

Calculating from the Feynman diagram of figure

•

3.1 gives
i

. .i

•

i

i

16

i

24-

F = Q ' x SC=>c- V«o),
x

(3.1)
where Qe is the parton charge.

So scaling is obtain

ed, and also CO"' is identified as the fractional mom
Figure 2.4. Data for F, (<»», ^ )for (J,,, between
0.6 and 0.7, where CO,,, is defined by (2.6) with the
three choices (i) a = 0, (ii) a = M , (iii) a = 1.5
GeV .
2

entum x of the parton before it is struck.

This

last result is obtained by setting the square (act+o)*"

2

2
the q

~i
dependence of data in the range 0.6 <<•>„.< 0.7
2
for the three choices a = 0, a = M and a = 1.5

2
GeV . With the last choice, there is little depend2
ence on q , and the question arises whether this is
significant and has a simple explanation: in terms
2
of this variable, will the lack of dependence on q
2
survive up to very much larger values of q ? I will
return to this question in my last lecture.

equal to the square of the mass of the parton.
The result (3.1) for F_ applies whatever the
spin of the parton,but the corresponding result for
F, varies according to the spin:
F

=

O

spin 0 partons

F, =. i CO Fj. spin \

partons

(3.2)
3
The data are in good, though not exact, agreement

The Parton Model

with the second relation.

property, so that dependence on any fixed dimens

us to assume that spin /JL partons are overwhelmingly

ional parameter has disappeared, the conclusion is
that whatever structure in the proton is responsible
This

leads to the picture where the proton is composed

The prediction (3.2) is

again an asymptotic one, valid for very large v and
2
q ; the existing data satisfy it well enough to lead

To the extent that Bjorken scaling is a valid

for scattering the photon, it has no size.

of the 4-momentum of the parton after it is struck

important. The study of how ( F, - \ U F^ ) varies
2
with q , and the question of whether it goes to zero
2
at very large q , is important but experimentally
difficult; existing data do not agree too well with
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each other.

theoretical ideas can confirm the model, it is use

Given that the partons have spin Ya., the most na
tural and economical assumption is that they are frac

ful to reformulate the model in terms of quantum
field theory.

After all, nowadays field theory is

widely believed to provide the basis of the dynamics

tionally-charged quarks, since these are already
believed to be an important component of hadron str

of particles in high energy physics.

ucture, as a result of spectroscopic considerations.

The naive parton model calculates the cross sec

This introduces the immediate problem that the parton-

tion from the squared matrix element in the left-

model calculation seems to suppose that the parton

hand side of figure 3.3.

The optical theorem says

that is struck by the photon is knocked out of the
proton while, as far as is known, no fractionallycharged particles are actually present in the final
state.

A I

The precise resolution of this confinement

problem is not at all well understood, but it is
generally believed to be something like this.

^

The

quark that is knocked out afterwards breaks up into
a bunch of fragments, at least one of which must
carry fractional charge. Likewise, among the remaining
fragments of the proton there must be at least one
that has fractional charge.

See figure 3.2.

Figure 3.3. Summing the squared modulus of figure
3.2 over final states, and using the optical theorem,
gives the "handbag" diagram.

A
that when we sum over final states we obtain the
"handbag" diagram shown in the figure.

In order to

justify Bjorken scaling, it is necessary to estab
lish first that the handbag diagram (with possibly
some additional internal lines to represent the con
fining force) does indeed dominate in the large y ,
2
large q limit. Then one must also show that the
handbag diagram really does scale. These questions
can be examined in particular field-theory models,
with the nucleon/parton-interaction amplitude T reg
arded as a complete sum of strong-interaction FeynFigure 3.2. After the parton has been struck by the
virtual photon, it breaks up into a system of hadrons. The quark-confining force acts between this
system and the residual fragments of the target.

man graphs.

"confining force" acts between these two bunches of

particles; in theories that contain spin /^fields,

hadrons, in such a way that the fractionally-charged

necessary to describe quarks and nucléons, scaling

particles in one bunch annihilate those in the other.

can be badly broken.

It is assumed, with some experimental support, that

scaling is found in quantum chromodynamics

It is found that scaling is true in V
theory.

field

But this theory contains only spin-zero

The closest that one can get to
(QCD),

essentially only the slowest fragments in each bunch

where the strong interaction is mediated by the exc

are affected by the confining force, so that for

hange of spin-one gluons, much as the electromagnetic

many purposes the presence of the force can be simply

interaction is mediated by the exchange of spin-one

forgotten.

photons.

I cannot emphasise too strongly that the

In QCD scaling is almost satisfied.

For

whole question of confinement is very poorly under

this reason, QCD plays a central role in present-day

stood, and maybe we are even wrong in believing that

thinking about strong interactions.

quarks are always confined.

predicts that scaling is almost good, as a first
approximation it is sensible to pretend that scaling

The naive parton model, in which the proton is

really is exact, and then consider the deviations

thought of as being composed of rather concrete

from scaling later.

quarks in the same way as a nucleus is composed of
nucléons, is theoretically unsatisfactory.

This is

because the binding is rather strong, so that the
situation is highly relativistic.

But because QCD

For this reason,

and in order to determine whether more fundamental
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Valence and Sea Quarks.
From the naive parton model,

again in the last lecture, where I discuss also possible more direct ways of establishing the existence
of gluons. As for the other sum rule in (3.5),
2
Regge theory predicts that for small x, where q «V,
fr)
(r)
F •* (x) and F (x) should be dominated by pomeron
exchange and so be essentially constant. The data
for F, seem to verify this. In consequence, the
first integral in (3.5) diverges at x = 0. This
means that the proton contains an infinite number
v

T

(3.3)
where the sum is over the various possible flavours
r = u, d, s, c, ... of the struck parton and Q«.
denotes the parton charge. From the calculation of
figure 3.1, it is found that
•c*->

C*) =

JCr,'<*)

v

of quarks and antiquarks, nearly all having very
small x so that they contribute little to the total
momentum. That is,

,
(3.4)

where fp(r)' (x) dx is the expectation value of the
number of partons of flavour r having fractional
momentum in the interval (x, x+dx). The antiquarkconfrl
tributions F- ' (x) are obtained similarly. It
1

follows directly that

£

<Ax F^Voc) =

„ .
.. .j
"sea" of infinite number
Proton = UU.A + _
. _..
,
of quark-antiquark pairs .
(3.7)
The u u d are the "valence" quarks that give the proton its quantum numbers, while the sea has neutral
quantum numbers. This means that

M

N

N

A* F ^ ( x ) = X " ,

N<"_

(3.5)
is the expected number of partons of flav(r)
our r in the proton and X
is the average total
fractional momentum that they carry.
(r)

Experimental data show that, for the second sum
rule in (3.5),

£

(x

r u,A,s,c
s

W>.

N

cl>

a

j

f

^
where N

J

ci

N >

= O = IM

c o

£E

- NI ;

(3.8)
and the sea contribution cancels between the two
terms in each of these four relations.
Now, for a proton target
v

f£ - (^[uc^o + ûf^o]
+ (-£)*• [Ac*.) + I ( x ) + s(x)-*-sC*)J

C r >

e

1

-v X * ) *

&•

-+ C > C
( 3

terms at high energy
(3.9)

6 )

It is widely believed that the other half of the
proton's momentum is carried by the gluons. Because
these are supposed to have zero charge, the virtual
photon does not couple to them directly. In deep
inelastic scattering, one can only hope to detect
their presence indirectly, through them generating
quark-antiquark pairs which themselves can couple to
the photon: see figure 3.4. I shall consider this

where I have written

u ( * ) = F^

C>c>

«.be

Because the strong interactions are charge independent, charge symmetry gives

rf -. r{" = cux>, F^> = F;° = uu>,
and similarly for the antiquark contributions. Hence,
for a neutron target,

F^* = («*[*«•*] + («*[*+* -v s i j .
+

(3.10)
Now assume (and this may be wrong) that the sea
is neutral and SUf2) symmetric for each x, so that
the sea contributions satisfy
UCaO = tZCac) * A l x ) s âfae)
Figure 3.4. Gluons in the target hadron can generate
quark-antiquark pairs, which can couple to the virtual photon.
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StSc> =• sCx)

s

S 6c)

=• S ^ O c ) .
(3.11)

so, why? Andhow about S(x):
(Maybe there is even SU(3) symmetry, so that S = S^ ,

some popular choices

for the power of (1-x) here are 5, 7 or even 10.

but this is hard to investigate experimentally.) Then
Then there are the Fermi-motion corrections for deut

??-

F

eA

- tCu-O

x

erium, which I have already mentioned.

Lastly, there

(3.12)

and only valence quarks contribute to this difference.

is the theoretical question of whether the decompos
ition "valence + sea", ignoring quantum-mechanical

The number sum rule in (3.5) gives, from this,

interference effects, can make good sense, or at least
1

e

j-o *sK*-F. M »y>

(3.13)

nearly so.

This seems to be satisfied experimentally, though

4.

Deep Inelastic Neutrino Scattering.

precise neutron-target data are not available, if
only because they necessarily come from deuterium

Deep inelastic neutrino reactions provide a dir

targets and the Fermi-motion corrections are very

ect test of the validity of the valence-sea parton

large and poorly understood .

picture.

There are two types of inclusive reaction,

the charged-current processes

The literature contains many analyses of deep
inelastic scattering in the valence-quark/sea-quark
7
picture. Konnachie and I assumed that the valence

it Y

—»• ^ u ~ +
+

5J» - * /* -*•

U. and d distributions are the same shape as func

hadrons

(ore* +

hadrons)

hadrons

(ore* •+ hadrons)
(4.1)

tions of x and so satisfy u(x) = 2d(x) = V(x) .
1

Then F*^ - F^ *

= ^ V ( x ) , which may be extracted

and the neutral-current processes

from the data, though there are large error bars.
F^

Then

so that the

« V + ^ S + T p S » ,

difference between V(x) and the e ^
the sea contribution.
ched in figure 3.5.

data determines

v\>

-*•

±> •+ hadrons

^L

_^, J

_^. hadrons

Our resulting curves are sket

Other authors make slightly

(4.2)
Rather more is known about the charged-current reac

different assumptions and interpret the data in

tions than the neutral ones, both theoretically and
experimentally, so I shall discuss only these. For
more details, and information also on the neutral-

o.a -

current processes, see the lectures by Kleinknecht
at this 1978 CERN School.
o-i

Just as deep inelastic e ory* scattering occurs

-

through the exchange of a single virtual photon, neu
trino scattering is believed to be mediated by the
exchange of a single virtual W (figure 4.1).

o.i

Accord

ing to whether the incoming particle is a neutrino

0.2.

0.4-

O.t

•A.

0.»

Figure 3.5. Valence and sea distributions in the
nucléon, according to reference 7.

Figure 4.1.

slightly different ways, and therefore obtain

or antineutrino, the W carries charge + or -; this

slightly different results.
itatively.

But they all agree qual

The sea contributions are least well

^/s

.

to be mediated by a neutral particle, the Z .
The diagrams of figure 4.1 give

There is room for much more work on this, by
both experimentalists and theorists.

is why the reactions are called "charged-current".
The neutral-current reactions are thought similarly

determined; the only rather sure thing is that they
are very small for x ^

W exchange in the two reactions (4.1).

contributions

to the cross-sections that correspond to (2.2):

Is it true that

3(t -M )

u(x) and d(x) are the same shape as functions of x,

l

or does the ratio d(x)/ U.(x) instead vanish as x-»l?
3
Does u(x) behave like (1-x) as x —•• 1, as many
8
4
theorists would like , or is it rather (1-x) ? If
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w

(4.3)

àAV

Here, h

r

is again the leptonic factor; it is diff

erent from the leptonic factor in (2.2) because the

W couples in a different way from the photon, but
it is again known explicitly.

The second factor is

the W-propagator, with g the strength of its coup
ling.

If the incident energy E is not so large that
2
2

momentum transfers -q

comparable with M

(4.6)

can be

achieved, a good approximation to this second fac

„.«

38

r

»0 <r/E

tor is

9L
2.

(4.4)

where G is the Fermi weak-interaction constant.

0-6

A

similar approximation is valid in the analysis of
UL. -decay or neutron fi-decay, because there the
momentum transfer is certainly small, and the value
of G is, of course, well determined from these dec
ays.

A remarkable discovery

of

O.Z.

the high-energy

neutrino experiments is that the structure of weak
interactions deduced from the very-low-momentum-

SO

100

ASo

transfer decay processes gives good predictions for
very much larger momentum transfers.

this implies from presently available data that the
W mass must be rather greater than 20 GeV.
The third factor in (4.3) describes the hadronic
part of the interaction.

E

In particular,

Again, because the W and

the v have different types of coupling to hadrons,

(freV)

Figure 4.2.cT'/E in the two processes (4.1) - data
of the CDHS collaboration.
where the terms that I have not written explicitly
give contributions that are proportional to the muon
mass, and therefore are small, when w'*

is multip

this factor is not the same as the corresponding

lied by LJUJ, . Notice that the structure (4.6) is

one in (2.2).

not identical with (2.3); this is because the weak-

Also, it is not the same for W

as

interaction current is not conserved, and there is

for W".

no parity conservation.
Suppose that the beam energy E is not so large
2
2
that -q

figure 3.1, just as for electron or muon scattering.

can be comparable with M . If Bjorken

The only difference is the coupling at the vertex;

scaling is valid, there should then be no depend
ence on any fixed dimensional parameter.

In the parton model, W.,

W_ and W, are calculated from the diagram of

The simp

instead of being determined by the electromagnetic
current

lest consequence of this concerns the total cross
section CT . To lowest order in the weak inter2
actions, <T is proportional to G . The parameter
G is not dimensionless; to obtain a cross-section

(-*• C, <r, fc>.... t e r m s ) ,

it must be multiplied by a factor with the dimens
ions of squared momentum.

(4.7)

Lorentz invariance demands-

that this factor be a Lorentz scalar, and the only

it corresponds to the charged weak hadronic current

available factor is therefore one proportional to
|». k, where b and k are respectively the 4-momentum of the target proton and of the neutrino.
the laboratory frame,

In

b.k = ME, so

(•....),

«roc G-*"E.

(4.8)
(4.5)

Figure 4.2 shows data for

C

is the Cabibbo angle,

0"/E for both neutrino

of W ^ " :

15*. If

this calculation as are extracted from e and u
scattering, excellent agreement is obtained with
data from u

Corresponding to (2.3), there is an expansion

&c»

the same valence and sea distributions are used in

and antineutrino beams. The result (4.5) seems to
be verified.

where 0

and v

scattering.

As an example,

figure 4.3 shows the quark and antiquark distribut
ions required to fit the data from BEBC.
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Remember

the valence u quarks. Hence a measurement of the
ratio Fx*'/

Fï,

at large x gives directly the

ratio d(x)/ U ( x ) , with no problems about deuterium
corrections.

In this way, it will be possible to

settle thequestion whether this ratio is fixed at
2, or whether it goes to zero as x —#• 1.
Again, if one wishes to study how a u quark
materialises into hadrons after it has been ejected

o.t

from the proton by the W, one should look at i>^
reactions at large x.

Then, unlike

in any other

process, one can be sure that the quark being studOA

ied is a U rather than, say, a d or a Û. .

I shall

come back to this later.

JL_i._i_
0.1

4—*t.
0.+

o.t

5.

Production of lepton pairs.

One of the most important reactions being activ-

0.8

ely studied in a number of experiments is

H
Figure 4.3. Fractional momentum content in the nucléon, as measured at BEBC with -q^ in the range 3 to
100 GeV^. Notice that the antiquark distribution is
entirely nonvalence, while the quarks are a mixture
of valence and sea. Compare the curves in figure
3.5 (though note that the normalisation of these is
defined differently).

(5.1)
To lowest order in the electric charge, this occurs
through the production of a virtual photon,

•wJnwu,

H»

(5.2)

that the antiquarks occur only in the sea, and that
the quarks are the sum of valence and sea terms, and.

which subsequently decays into the }&)*•

+ -

or e e

It is important to distinguish between resonance

compare this figure with figure 3.5.

production and continuum production; the two are
The data of figure 4.3 are on a heavy liquid

beautifully illustrated in the famous data of

target, so that they average the contributions from
proton and neutron targets.

figure 5.1.

I first discuss the continuum.

It is of importance to

have more data from hydrogen targets. The reason
for this is that if the Bjorken variable x is large
enough for the contribution from sea quarks to be
-3G

negligible, then one can be sure that V

is probing the valence d quark in the proton.
W

(The

is absorbed by the d quark and a u. quark is emit-

ted.
W.

10

scattering

C

o

A u. quark cannot absorb the positively charged

See figure 4.4).

s\

O

Similarly, v scattering probes

C
>

-37

l0

5
E

o

1)1

I
Figure 4.4. Dominant contributions to the processes
(4.1) at large values of x.

vncc-SS (GeV)
_i

7

8

9

10

i _

II

12

Figure 5.1. Continuum and resonance contributions
to the reaction (5.1) - data from the ColumbiaFérmilab-Stony Brook collaboration.
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Let the 4-momentum of the V

be q, so thatj^*

is the invariant mass M-« of the dilepton system.
2
Now q is timelike,q > 0, while in the e,ix and»/
2
scattering processes it was spacelike, q < 0.

x
to

Nevertheless, the parton model allows a calculation
of the dilepton production in terms of the quark
distributions measured in the scattering processes.
In the centre-of-mass frame, define Feynman's
variable
longitudinal momentum h

of the dilepton

tf

3C«r s

its maximum possible value

(5.3)
An alternative to x

p

is the rapidity

f

i

(5.4)
where E is the energy of the dilepton.

• 4 0 0 G-eV/c

This is al-

most equal to the pseudorapidity

A

300

X

200

0.
(5.5)
where

0

is the centre-of-mass frame angle at which

\

the dilepton (or,equivalently, the virtual photon)
emerges.

0.2.

O.'i

0.«-

One may choose to work with any one of

with another dimensionless variable
or J x

MJH

a

I ^*

> where /s

"C = 9*"/s

tt

>

is the total

centre-of-mass energy.
If there is scaling, so that dependence on fixed
dimensional parameters disappears

a

M /f»

the three dimensionless variables x„, y, <J , together

Figure 5.2. Test of scaling of the Drell-Yan continuum in preliminary data from the Columbia-Fermilab-Stony Brook collaboration. The plot is of
M î * dL*o"/eUï d u .
at y = 0.2 in protonnucleus collisions (logarithmic vertical scale).

for sufficiently

large M,« and s, then

clS
(AJx dbc

Of

A'TB

F

<A.£

or

«AV
d t e <*.*)

a dimensionless function of

}

x„ or y or
This is tested by the data in figure 5.2.

(5.6)

To the

extent that the data points lie on a single curve,
the scaling is verified.
Figure 5.3. The Drell-Yan Mechanism. Additional
initial and final state interactions are not shown •
see text and figure 5.4.

The Drell-Yan Mechanism.

In the parton model, the virtual photon in

at the beginning of § 3.

(5.2) is produced by the fusion of a quark from one

Hence q sa 0C|^>,+3C b,
r

from which we obtain, asymptotically,

of the initial hadrons with an antiquark from the
other.

This is the Drell-Yan mechanism, shown in

figure 5.3.
-*j,5*

In this figure,
=*i-K

-fc,tfï3C j» and
(

t

see the discussion

(S.7)
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For given X and x_, these equations may be solved so

the final state. The theorem applies only to the

as to determine x. and x_.

ordinary strong interactions; there must also be

In particular, when

0 = 90" so that x„ = 0, we have x. = x_ = M ^ / J~s .

quark-confining interactions if there are to be no

That is, production of large dilepton masses probes

fractionally-charged particles in the final state,

the parton distributions at large fractional momenta

and the effect of these is, of course, not under-

x. and x~.

stood.

t

Other useful formulae are

The hope is that they also can be ignored

in the calculation of the inclusive cross-section.
The Drell-Yan process is of very great importance.
3LE /is

One reason is that the antiquark distributions enter
=

0C| H-3C,. .
multiplicatively in (5.9), so that the cross-section
(5.8)

Calculation of the Drell-Yan diagram gives

is sensitive to them.

Measurements of d.V'/d.Jx Ajt-

give a more accurate determination of the antiquark
distributions than is possible from lepton scattering,
where the antiquarks enter additively rather than
multiplicatively.

Figure 5.5 shows the effect of

(5.9a)
where, in the same notation as (3.3)

10'iî
fr

F- I Q: [F U) F<"W> + F^'eo F*&o].
r=u,A,...

c m . CeV*

(5.9b)

The factor */3 in (5.9a) is a consequence of colour:
only quarks of the same colour may fuse to form the

Iff3+

virtual photon, and there is a 1 in 3 chance of them
having the same colour.
It must be mentioned that initial and final
state strong interactions modify the simple Drell-

-is
Yan diagram of figure 5.3.

A final-state interact-

ion is shown in figure 5.4, resulting in the produc-

_L_
0.2.

0.3

Figure 5.5. The effect on the Drell-Yan calculation
of changing the sea distribution in the nucléon
(from reference 9 ) . The calculations are for

* « t A V /<A.M

at y = 0.

In comparing data with calculations such as those in

In so far as the "ord-

figure 5.5, remember that most of the data are for
heavy nuclear targets.

inary" strong interactions are concerned, there is
a theorem

ct^.

changing the shape of the antiquark distribution.

Flgure 5.4. A final-state interaction, which modifies the Drell-Yan mechanism.
tion of additional hadrons.

£jt

that in the calculation of the inclusive

cross-section (5.9), where one is not interested in
the final-state hadrons, there is destructive inter-

Experimentally, it seems

that cross-sections for massive dilepton production
are linear in the mass-number A of the target, but
for a heavy target any small discrepancy from this
A-dependence can have substantial numerical effect.

ference and the effects of the initial and final

In any case, there is the additional need to correct

state interactions exactly cancel. That is, one
may forget them in the calculation of the inclusive
cross-section (5.9), and pretend that only the simple
Drell-Yan diagram of figure 5.4 matters. Nevertheless, they do affect the distribution of hadrons in

the data for the effects of the Fermi motion of the
nucléons in the nuclear target, and for secondary
interactions.

The ultimate test of the Drell-Yan

mechanism will be to use a hydrogen target, adjust
the parton distributions to give a good fit to the
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energy variation of the data at fixed x , and then

tions, including target corrections.

see whether the resulting calculated distributions

beams, the results of two calculations are shown.

fit the Xp-dependence at each energy.

The solid curves assume parton distributions in the

p

pion to be not very different from those shown in

Another important feature of the Drell-Yan

figure 3.5 for the nucléon; see the solid curves in

mechanism is that, by changing to a different beam,

figure 5.7.

one can use it to measure parton distributions in
other types of hadron.

For the pion

The dotted curves assume that the par-

ton distributions in the pion are represented by

This is, of course, not

the dashed curves in figure 5.7, as is proposed by

possible through lepton scattering experiments.
Notice that if the beam is a (» or a "if , the antiquark
needed for the fusion can be a valence parton, where
as for a proton beam it has to belong to the sea.
Hence when the dilepton mass M ^ is large enough for
x

1

and x_ to be beyond the range of values where the

sea distribution is appreciable, one expects that
production for |> or IT beams will be rather greater
than from a proton beam.
This is verified in the data of figure 5.6, which
shows also the results of typical Drell-Yan calculal ^ j

-!-
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X
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4020-
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0

-2

-4

i-l—

.2 -4 -6 -a 1-0 Figure 5.7. Valence and sea distributions in the
pion, as proposed in references 7 (solid curves)
and 10 (dashed curves).

'"H-,
-6

-8

Feynman and Field

. For reasons that I shall

return to later, it is of importance to have more
dilepton production data from pion beams, in order
to determine which type of parton distribution in

1-0

the pion is more correct.
Comparing production with TT"* and T"* beams gives
another useful test of the Drell-Yan mechanism.
Suppose that the target has equal numbers of protons
and neutrons, for example carbon, so that it cont
ains equal numbers of U. and d quarks. Take M^jj
large enough to be reasonably sure that contribut
ions from valence partons in both beam and target
+

dominate, so that with a "IT beam its valence d
participates in the fusion, and with a ir~ it is the
valence VA. . Then the cross-section ratio at
large M ^

-2

o-C-rT)

-4

Figure 5.6. Data from the Omega Beam Dump experiment
for A « r / d l M «*.ac
(in nb/nucleus / GeV) plot
ted against x for M^jj in the range 1.9 to 2.7 GeV.
The different beams are at 40 GeV/c and the target
is copper. Calculations by I. Kenyon using the dis
tributions of references 7 (solid curves) and 10 (dot
ted curves).
l

tt

p

should be

Data for this ratio are shown in figure 5.8.

(5.10)
For a

F

hydrogen target, the ratio should be 7 8 if the rat
io of the quark distributes m(x) and d(x) in the
proton is equal to 2 at large x.
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1

(6.2b)

-rr-%-

with 0

t

again the Cabibbo angle.

Predictions based

on this formula are shown in figure 6.1.

»/*

•

\

.

W

1

and Z
o

production may be calculated similarly; the results
are not very different.

V*

(»

(>
'/•

1

l_

£
M

7
(GeV/e )
1

w

Figure 5.8. Ratio of dimuon production from a car
bon target with ir* and it" beams (Chicago-Princeton
II).
6. W Production.

The Drell-Yan mechanism provides an obvious mec
hanism for the production of the weak-interaction
vector bosons in hadron-hadron collisions.

The vir

tual photon in figure 5.3 is replaced by a W" or a

Figure 6.1. Predictions for W production at
Js = 200 and 600 GeV (Chase and Stirling).

Z°, which now couples to the quarks through the weak
current instead of the electromagnetic current.

The

hope is that the vector boson will be detected throu
gh either its leptonic decay, W -* UM or Z —*iAfc"",

The cross-sections are expected to be at the nanobarn level, which should give a reasonable produc
tion rate in the storage rings now being planned.

c

or through its hadronic decays.

But it is important to discuss the backgrounds that
may obscure the signal; I return to this later.

In the case of the W", the strength of its coup
ling to quarks is given by (4.4).

Gauge theory does

7.

J/4» and T

Production.

not enter into that relation. However, in order to
predict the mass M , and both the mass and the coup

Mechanisms of the Drell-Yan type have been pro

ling of the Z°, it is necessary to assume a specific

posed also for the production of the J/l|/ and t h e !

gauge theory.

in hadronic collisions. There are basically two

N\

w

=» M

The Salam-Weinberg model gives
x

c~e

7l

w

s c-n*/G-^) "/s^©w
= (37. S & e V ) / s U e w

(6.1)
Here © w

is the Weinberg angle.

Data on neutral-

different types of mechanism.

The first is the fus

ion of ordinary quarks qq, so as to produce the J/vJ»
or T

with a coupling that is Zweig-violating and

therefore very small. At least in the case of the
J/«|» , the strength of this coupling is calculated

current neutrino reactions find that sin 6yy is some

from the observed width of the particle, assuming

where between about 0.38 and 0.25, so that M

that the hadronic decays occur through a qq inter

is in

the region of 60 to 75 GeV, with M- a little higher
For W

production, the formula analogous to (5.9)

mediate state.

For |» ^

collisions, where the q

involved in the fusion is necessarily non-valence,
the production rate calculated from the mechanism
is much less than that which is observed.
for T b and b b

(6.2a)
where

However,

collisions the 'q can be a valence

parton of the beam particle, so that at fairly low
energy where the fractional momentum x. that is
required for the q is large the mechanism gives an
appreciable contribution.
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One concludes that at

fairly low energy the cross-section for J/^

produc-

tion from p and IF beams should be rather larger than
from a proton beam , as is seen in the data of
figure 7.1.

/I
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Figure 7.2. Data for |>J> — » J/»|/ + X, with calculated curve from reference 7.

.»

apparent problem that, when a charmed quark is pulled
Figure 7.1. Data from the Omega Beam Dump experiment for d<r/dxp (in nb/nucleus) plotted against x_
for J/i|f production with 40 GeV/c beams on a copper
target. Calculations by I. Kenyon using the model
of reference 7.

out of each beam particle, non-zero charm remains in
the residual beam fragments. However, final-state
interactions between the two sets of residual fragments can remove the necessity of there being any

The other mechanism, which must also be present

charmed particles in the final state, particularly at

in order to explain the data, involves the fusion of

faiTly low energies where phase space considerations

a pair of partons whose coupling to the JAJ' or Ï

predict that production of charmed particles in ass-

does not violate Zweig's rule and therefore is lar-

ociation with the J/v|» is inhibited because of their

ger.

relatively high mass.

However, both partons are non-valence whatever

No strong experimental eviden-

the type of beam, so that the resulting cross-section

ce for such associated production has been found.

is only appreciable in magnitude when the energy is

the case of the gg fusion, the system that is produced

so high that the necessary fractional momenta x. and

directly by the fusion has the wrong C-parity.

x_ are fairly small (see (5.7)), and the mechanism

has to be assumed that this is put right by the rad-

In

It

contributes equal production rates for ^> and |»

iation of either a photon or a soft gluon, and evid-

beams.

ence for the production of photons in association with
13
the J/t|/ is indeed found.
But it should be noted

Different authors make different assumptions

as to the nature of the fusing partons: in the case
"7

of J/»!» production some take them to be cc while
12
others
take them to be a pair of gluons. In either

that the cc mechanism can produce states of positive

case the appropriate shape of the parton distribution

C-parity also.

within the nucléon or pion is chosen by fitting the
energy variation of the data; see figure 7.2.

The

8.

e e

Annihilation.

strength of the coupling of the partons to the J/ty
is determined from the normalisation of one of the
data points.

The x

p

QED Processes.

dependence of the data at each

energy then fits very well to the calculations, as

The simplest e e

annihilation reaction

is

e e"—*• AA^/AT . This is a pure QED process, with

is illustrated in figure 7.1.

just one Feynman graph in lowest order (figure 8.1).

It is not known at present which of the two gues-

This graph is easy to calculate, but even without

ses about the nature of the partons in the second

calculation one might guess that, when the energy E

mechanism is the right one.

of each colliding beam is much greater than the ele-

The cc" choice has the

ctron mass m , the cross-section will not depend on
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Hadronic Processes.

The two-photon process leads also to hadron
production, figure 8.3.

Feynman graph for e e —>/*?/*• •

Figure 8.1.
the masses.
& ^» »/s

The cross-section is cal-

Then, from dimensional considerations,
, where Js = 2E is the invariant centre-

of-mass energy.

Calculation of the Feynman graph

gives
Figure 8.3. Two-photon process leading to hadronic
production in the central bubble.

2

C \s*

Iz* "
3s

culated in terms of the total cross-section for

yy

scattering, which may be estimated assuming factor14
isable pomeron exchange. The conclusion
is that

a

4 2 oc i-»-c*o -e.

even at E = 15 GeV the two-photon process contributes

(8.1)

more than 95% of the total e e" cross section.

Another interesting process that is purely a

Its

QED process is the two-photon-exchange reaction of

cross section rises slowly with increasing energy,

figure 8.2, e e " — >

unlike the single-photon processes which fall like

+

+

+

e e"e e".

Evidently, the cross-

s

, and so its relative importance rises very rap

idly with increasing E.

Notice that, because the

dominant contribution arises from small momentum
2

transfers q.2 and q- , where the photons move in a
direction almost parallel to the incoming beams, near
ly all the hadrons are produced close to the beam
directions.

However, the chance of there being had

rons produced with large transverse momentum is not
,. .... 14
negligible
Most of the interest in hadron production from
e e
Figure 8.2.

Feynman graph for e e —*• e e e e

colliding beams lies in the one-photon process.

In the parton model, this corresponds to a diagram

section for this is proportional to o< , and there

just like figure 8.1, but with the fjf/jT

fore it appears to be much smaller than the cross-

a quark-antiquark pair.

section (8.1).

state interaction if there are to be no fractionally-

However, there is a special feature

replaced by

There has to be some final-

that enhances the contribution from the Feynman gra

charged particles in the final state, but it is ass

ph of figure 8.2.

umed that there is unit probability of this occurring,

To obtain the cross-section, one

integrates over the momenta of the particles in the

so that the cross-section is calculated just from the

final state and in this integration the momentum tra

e e —»• qq part of the reaction.

nsfers qj

2

and <{£ carried by the two photons vary.
2

At high E, qj and q

2

can take very small values,
2

so that the photon propagators 1/qj and 1/qj

2

Because of the sim

ilarity of the coupling of the photon to ufjuC and
qq, the prediction then is that

a r e

very large. The result of the integration is that

<r («"••«"-*. /*%*")
«• c*

**=»,4,...

J

£ (H E/«.)
TO»

Unlike (8.1), this rises with increasing E.

(8.3)
(8.2)

where, as usual, 0
quark of flavour r.

is the charge carried by the
The factor of 3 occurs if each

flavour is found in three colours.

For r = u, d, s

the prediction (8.3) is R = 2, while if c is added
R rises to 10/3. Data from both SPEAR and PLUTO find
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that, below the charm threshold, R is just a little

ged particles and one neutral; at 5 GeV/c these av

greater than 2. Above the charm threshold and the

erage multiplicities are nearly doubled.

Combining

various structures associated with it, PLUTO finds

these pieces of information, one can sketch scale

a value for R quite close to 10/3, while SPEAR finds

plan drawings of typical jets, as I have done in

it to be about one unit higher.

figure 8.5. These jets do not look very jet-like,

Jets.

After the q and the q have been produced, each
materialises as a jet of hadrons.

It is assumed

that the quark-confining interaction between these
two jets substantially affects only their slowest
component particles.

Since the e e" annihilation

occurs in the centre-of-mass frame, the intermediate
virtual photon is at rest, and so the pair of jets
emerges back-to-back in any direction.

At fairly low

beam energies E, the axis that defines the jet direc
tion is not immediately evident from inspection of the
event, and it has to be found by a sphericity analy
sis.

This analysis amounts to guessing an axis, cal

culating the sum over all the particles of the square
of the momentum component b_,_ transverse to the axis
and varying the direction of the axis until this quan
tity is minimised.

Distributions of b

A

Figure 8.5. Scale drawings of "typical" jets; the
dashed lines represent neutral particles.

relative to

the axis so chosen are shown in figure 8.4. Notics

which is why at low energies the sphericity analysis
is needed to reveal their presence.

However, as the

energy increases the jet structure begins to become
apparent to the naked eye; figure 8.6 shows an exam-

10
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Figure 8.4. Distribution of momentum components per
pendicular to jet axis in e e " annihilation (refer
ence 15).
+

RUN

that < f»x">

16S09

EVENT

U2S

remains close to about 300 MeV/c even

at large energy.
This, then, is the operational definition of a
jet, as deduced from experimental data: a jet is a

Figure 8.6. A pair of jets from PLUTO. Each jet
has E = 4.68 GeV; only charged particles are seen.

collection of particles whose momentum component per

le of a not untypical event at energy 2E = 9.35 GeV.

pendicular to their total momentum vector is limited
When the jet axis has been determined from ev
to a few hundred MeV/c.

When the total momentum of
ent to event, one can ask what is its angular dist-

the jet is 2.5 GeV/c, on average one finds two char-
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In deep inelastic e, ft. or V scattering, the

ribution relative to the initial e e" beam directions when the events are summed.

Because the vir-

parton that absorbs the virtual V or W is ejected

tual photon has spin 1, the answer must be of the fo-

and materialises as a jet:

rm 1 + % cos 9

jet is expected to be similar to those found in e e

have spin ^

, for some A

. If the jets each

, then ^ = 1 as in (8.1).

A = -1. The data give

For spin 0,

^ = 0.97 * 0.14, in agree-

annihilation.

see figure 3.2.

This

Superficially, such a similarity is

indeed found, but more exact experimental comparison
is needed.

ment with the expected value for quarks.
A distribution of some importance is that of z,

Quark Jet Fragmentation.
where z is the fractional longitudinal momentum of
the component particles in the jet.

Data from PLUTO
There is a widely-held belief that when a quark

are shown in figure 8.7, which indicates also the
fragments to form a jet of hadrons, the fastest hadron tends to be such that it contains the quark as a

10.0

.—r—|—i—r—i—|—

•• '--i

^

'• - i

t

1—r-'-r

valence quark.

'

CM

6•

:>•

Of
C3

V

For example, a u-quark jet commonly
+

contains a fast 1T , TT° or K , but more rarely a
fast It" or K".

' ,

8

The best way to investigate this

belief experimentally is in v and v

interactions

•

K

1

on a hydrogen target.
•

• • * *

1.0

Oi is not large, the flavour of the emerging quark

a

•o

is known.

a ?
û

•

"
'
'

„\
6 8

•

Ô \

•

v \

û

a

o vr o,« c«v

•

A

JJ vr-»,0GtV
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B
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The available data support the belief,

but more investigation is needed.
The question has been studied theoretically in

\

a cascade model
N

\

•

'.

\

$

0.1 :

. Consider, for definiteness, the

pair of jets produced in e e

a

6 vr «5,oo.v

;
•
:*

them.

\

annihilation.

As the

q and cf separate, a colour field is set up between

.

It is assumed that this field is such that

the energy contained in it increases as the q and tf

\

separate, so that new qq pairs are created in the

•

field.

•

The fragmenting quark meets an antiquark bel-

onging to a pair formed in this way, and fuses with

•t

it to form a meson.

The quark that originally bel-

onged to the pair then continues on in more or less

•

0.01

I explained that then, when

•

•

i

-

• - — i —

0.2

1 — 1

•

•

0.6

0.*

-

'

. _ _

0.8

the direction of the initial quark, until it in

A

turn meets an antiquark.

1.0

The process repeats itself

until almost all the energy is shed, and the remaining quark is so slow that it readily fuses with a
•Figure 8.7. Momentum distribution of charged hadrons at PLUTO. The dashed line indicates corresponding data from SPEAR. The distribution shown
here is in x = 2 |» / / I ; that in z is similar.
results from SPEAR.

See figure 8.8.

The first meson produced in the cas-

Notice that to a good approx-

imation there is scaling:
little with energy.

slow antiquark arising elsewhere in the reaction.

the z-distribution varies

Most of the jet components are

pions, particularly at large values of z.

It is

expected that the quark fragmentation into pions
near z = 1 is directly related to the distribution
of quarks within a pion near x = 1.

In particular,

if one goes to a non-zero constant, so should the
other.

Hence the SPEAR data would favour the das-

hed curve in figure 5.7 for the valence parton dis-

Figure 8.8. Cascade model for fragmention of a
quark into mesons. Eventually, a slow quark remains, which annihilates with a slow antiquark from
elsewhere in the reaction.

tribution in the pion, while the PLUTO data would
favour the solid curve in the latter figure. I
shall return to this later.

cade process evidently does contain the original
quark as a valence quark, but it is not always the
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fastest meson.

Again, the first meson produced may

ure 9.1.

In that figure, the straight lines actually

be an unstable one, and its decay products can then
be slower than some of the other mesons produced fur
ther down the chain.

-!

So in this model the retention

1—I

I I

of quantum numbers by the fastest hadron in the jet
is not perfect, though it does occur approximately.

9.

Exclusive Processes at Large t.

Deep inelastic processes involving leptons are
associated with a x
length.

or W that has very short wave

This therefore probes the short-distance,

structure of the hadrons and that is why the reaction
mechanisms have the simplicity displayed by the parton model.

Purely hadronic reactions in most cases

_J
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J

1 1 1 1 1
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are not associated with short-distance effects: when
two protons collide, their collision is usually a
glancing one which involves only their outer struc
ture.

It is not clear whether the parton model has

anything simple to say about such collisions, though
there is a possibility that it may, as I shall dis
cuss later.

Rather rarely, however, two protons will

Figure 9.1. }p\> elastic scattering data at PS energ
ies. The straight lines correspond to (9.2) with
m = 9.7.
correspond to m = 9.7.

In will be interesting to have

collide head-on, so that then the interaction does

good data for other types of beam, to check whether

directly involve their short-distance structure and

m changes according to the prediction (9.3).

it may be hoped to have a simple parton-model descri
ption.

The way to pick out the events in which there

has been a head-on collision is to study those that

Figure 9.1 shows data only at PS energies.

If

one plots the energy dependence of dor/dt at fixed t,
as in figure 9.2, one sees that over the PS energy

contain a large momentum transfer.
I consider first the exclusive processes at

Xoa
large t:

4r
dt L
• PS

A + B -* C+T) .

O FERMILAB

(9.1)

X

ISR

Although the theoretical understanding of these is
not as well-based as in the case of leptonic proces
ses, there is fairly good reason to suppose that, at
least to a good approximation, the large-t differen
tial cross-section should take the form
®

F(e).
(9.2)

20

Here 0 is the centre-of-mass scattering angle and
the parameter m is fixed.

30

40

50

to
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It has been proposed that

Q

there is a simple rule
= r\

ft

4 r\

%

•¥

that predicts the value of m:
r\

s

•» -n,

2..

Figure 9.2. ^f> elastic scattering data at -t = 6 GeV
(reference 17) .
range it falls sharply.

(9.3)

Data from Fermilab find

that the fall-off has become more gentle, while over

where rL, is the number of valence partons in hadron

the 1RS energy range there is no detectable energy

H.

variation at all.

This rule is called the dimensional counting rule.

This suggests that a new dynamical

For |s^> elastic scattering at large t, the rule pred

mechanism may have become dominant at very high ener

icts m = 10. This is well satisfied by data at PS
2
energies, for -t X. 2.5 GeV , as is shown in fig-

gy-
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A concrete realisation of the dimensional-counting result, m = 10, is provided

by the constituent-

interchange diagram of figure 9.3a.

...5

Here, the prot-

£

i

• <l » 5 3

ISR

X 400 <kV/c

FAML

(«•>

w

Figure 9.3. Models for large t elastic |>t> scatter
ing: (a) constituent interchange; (b) multiple scat
tering.
ons consist of three quarks, bound together by gluon
exchange, and they interact by interchanging a quark
18
It has been known for some time
that

between them.

a different kind of mechanism gives instead m = 8, so
that at any fixed ©

it should dominate over the con

stituent-interchange mechanism when the energy becomes
large enough.

This mechanism is shown in figure 9.3b:

each quaTk in one proton scatters at the same angle
0 on one of the quarks in the other, so that after
the scatterings the three components of each proton
are again moving together in a new direction and can
readily re-combine.

If the wide-angle scatterings

occur through the exchange of a spin-one gluon, and

•t

C&tVV

if-t is large but « s , one finds that figure 9.3b
gives

AK

Figure 9.4. ^ ^ elastic scattering data from CERNHamburg-Heidelberg-Annecy-Vienna and Cornell-McGillNortheastern-Lebedev. The straight line corresponds
to f .
8

(9-4)
This is independent of s, as are the ISR data.

It

to fall much less sharply and at a fixed value of f»

T

is compared with the t-dependence of the data in fig

there is a marked rise with increasing energy.

ure 9.4.

is seen in the early data of figure 10.1, which shows

This

also the extrapolation of the exponential fit (10.2) to
10. Inclusive Processes at Large Transverse Momentum.

small- h,data.
The dynamics of small-|> hadronic reactions is

Consider the inclusive production of pions at 90°:

T

complicated, but the change in the character of the
spectrum at large ^
(10.1)
In the typical reaction, where the protons have only

encourages the hope that there

a new and simple dynamics has set in.

It is usual to

introduce the dimensionless variable

glancing collision, the pion has only small transverse
momentum.

At small J» , the spectrum falls sharply
T

(10.3)

with increasing b_ :
together with the centre-of-mass angle 8
the pion is produced.
(10.2)
and it varies rather slowly with energy.
b

T

V.

However, for

at which

Then if there is scaling, in

the sense that there is no dependence on any fixed
dimensional parameter, one expects

1 GeV/c, when presumably the proton-proton
e

a<r

7$

collision is more head-on, the spectrum is found
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- K-

*-•"

(10.4)

0 = 90° data for |» E d<T/d |> , when plotted against
T

x_,, lie on a single curve for a wide range of energ

iMMftfAttT CROSS SECTIONS
FOR p-p-—n '*ANVTH!NG
(

ies . It is widely believed that experiments at large

VS
TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM

values of j> and s may show that an n = 4 term is
T

SYMDOL

also present.

VSlGeVI

•
«
»
0

in recent data at very large ^

U 8

the situation is far from clear-cut and it will be of

5Î7

o

There is a hint that this may be so

23 B
30 6

U.t

T

from the ISR, but

great interest to explore it further in the new colliding-beam facilities that are being planned.
Most of the recent experimental work on large
ur

processes, particularly at the CERN ISR, has
2
been concerned with the study of correlations . It
has been found that large-p events contain an inter
T

esting jet structure.
In the ordinary, low p_ events the final-state
particles are found to emerge in two jets, one in the
Figure 10.1. Early data from CERN-Columbia-Rockerfeller for n production at 90°. The straight line
is an extrapolation of the data at small b
.

direction of each of the colliding beams.

In the

0

large-p_ events, these longitudinal "beam fragment"

T

jets are still present, but there are in addition
with n = 4.

This does not fit existing data. How

ever, the data do fit the form (10.4) with n = 8, so
that the function F carries dimensions and therefore
contains some fixed dimensional parameter.

This is

shown in figure 10.2, where it is seen that the

two transverse jets.
P

T

One of these contains the high-

particle used to trigger the detection apparatus.

The transverse momentum of the jet on the other side
approximately balances that of the trigger-side jet,
but it emerges in a different direction from event
to event.

The characteristic four-jet structure is

shown in figure 10.3.

•»i

JET
BEAM

/

^\»<l^r

BEAM

•VM^

O.i

V

0.01

Figure 10.3. Four-jet structure in high-pj events.
The two transverse jets have been exaggerated in
this figure. The longitudinal jets are apparently
similar to those seen in low-pf events.
o.ooi

Figure 10.4 shows some of the data that verify
the existence of the opposite side jet. These data
are obtained with a 90° trigger pion, having p„ in
the range 2.5 to 4.5 GeV/c. They plot the rapidity
0.2.

0.4-

difference Au. between pairs of away-side particles,

0.6

for those events in which there are at least two
such particles having ] P T > 800 MeV/c.

This restric

tion is imposed in order to reduce the possibility
Figure 10.2. f>* E d<r/d |> for
^>y>-»-|r X
at
90°. The upper points are from the British-Scandin
avian experiment at the ISR, and the lower ones are
from the Chicago-Princeton experiment at Fermilab.
3

+

that the two particles belong not to the away-side
transverse jet but instead to one of the two long
itudinal jets.

This possible confusion always exists

and adds to the difficulty of disentangling the final-
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imeter, so that one is triggering on a jet rather
than a single particle, most of the events will not
contain any one particle that has particularly large
.06

•H

b

. Because the single-particle trigger biases

towards the selection of rather unusual events, it
reduces the magnitude of the cross-section.

.0+

From a

simple study of correlation data from the ISR it
was predicted that the cross-section for a calorimeter trigger set at a given value of |» should be some

.01

T

2 orders of magnitude greater than for a single particle of the same J> . This appears to have been
T

«

* « * é

verified in recent experiments at Fermilab, and so

i

the use of calorimeter triggers is likely in the future to make possible the study of events in which the
total b
.04

4

T

is much higher than up to now.

The main

difficulty will be to design the calorimeter so as to
accept the whole of the transverse jet, and only the

M

.02

transverse jet.

*
With a single-particle trigger, most of the trigger-side jet momentum is usually given to the trigger

• 4 * 4
•

• • • • .• *

particle.

But occasionally this is not so, and there

is a second fast particle in the trigger-side jet.

a,

+

With a trigger -ir° , a fast 1T or ir~ is sometimes found, and plots of the invariant mass of the pair of
pions show a clear £ signal.

Figure 10.4. Distribution of rapidity difference
^(i. of two particles having |>-r>800 MeV/c opposite
a high |> trigger pion at 90° (British-French-Scandinavian) .

T

T

parable with that of a single pion having the same
b

state structure, but it should be reduced when higher trigger b

T

values can be achieved.

The clear

. However, it is far from true that the trigger-

e

also finds strong correlations between pairs of V ,
or pairs of pions of the same charge.

both for the case where the two particles

In fact, in

the literature there are two main alternative sugges-

have opposite charge and when they have the same ch-

tions as to the identity of the trigger-side jet:

arge, is the evidence for the presence of the awayside jet.

T

side jet structure is fully described by the ç : one

peak seen in the A y distribution at small values
of ùy,

From this, it is ded-

uced that production of a ç with a given j> is com-

(i) it is a fragmenting quark, like an e e

It is not clear whether the points having

jet, and

(ii) it is a qq system, that is either a TI , a ç ,

large ù y correspond to events where one of the two

an U , and higher meson systems, with also perhaps a

particles still belongs to one of the longitudinal

qq continuum.

jets, or whether they indicate the presence of some
other structure.

It is not yet known whether either of these

But at least it is seen that a sin-

gle away-side transverse jet is a prominent feature

two suggestions is correct.

of the data.

problem with the suggestion that the trigger-side jet
is a fragmenting quark.

However, there is one

This is a measurement of the

total momentum in the trigger-side jet.

The trigger-side jet.

In order to

2

understand this , let us use the following approximate parametrisation of the cross-section for the

Most of the large-p experiments so far have
T

triggered on a single h i g h - ^ particle.
T

production of a jet of large transverse momentum

This means

that the trigger selects the special class of high-j»

(integrated over the angle of production):

T

events where the trigger-side jet gives most of its
momentum to one particle, the trigger particle. Nor-

is

. *>-•

mally, a jet does not choose to fragment into hadrons
in this way; its momentum is shared more equally am-

It is found that with this parametrisation, A and n

ong the particles. That is, if one uses a calorimeter trigger and demands a certain b

T

(10.5)

in the calor-
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are only slowly varying withT^when the energy is

is not correct to assume that the background is not

fixed. Assume that the jet fragmentation function
+ scales, as is approximately found in the e e data

would be premature to reach a firm conclusion.

of figure 8.7.

constant. However, this needs more study and it

That is, the probability F( )dz of
z

finding a hadron whose fractional longitudinal momentum is in the range z to z + dz is a function of
z only.

600
N\eV/c

Then the cross-section for production of

a particle with large transverse momentum b_is

400

= -A. fa* z"-* F o .

ZOO

(10.6)
This result has two interesting features.

First, the

n

large, n tf510, so that the factor z ~

-rawed J» Cc*v|c)
T

in the integ-

ral means that values of z close to 1 dominate in the
integration.

6

4-

powers of b and «r are the same; this is the parent19
child-relation . Secondly, the data show that n is

This is just the trigger-bias effect:

Figure 10.5. Total momentum of charged particles
accompanying trigger particle (British-French-Scandinavian) .

most of the jet momentum is given to the trigger particle.

The average total momentum in the jet is cal-

Hard-Scattering Models.

culated by including an extra factor ï^. under the integral (10.6):

Most of the theoretical study of large ^.inclusive processes nowadays is within the framework of
hard-scattering models, figure 10.6.

In a sense, the

statement that a hard-scattering model is appropriate

(10.7)
If the jet is similar to the e e

jet, this can be
TRIGGER PARTICLE

calculated from the data for F(z) in figure 8.7.
The SPEAR data, where F(z) is constant as z->l, give
an answer close to 1.2 b , while the DESY data rather
T

give an answer closer to 1.5 b . If, on the other
hand, the jet is a qq system, any value is possible,
because we have no advance knowledge of the relative
importance of the different components ~K , p , 03 ,
...

Figure 10.5 shows data for the total momentum of

the charged particles accompanying a trigger particle

Figure 10.6. The hard-scattering mechanism.

of transverse momentum |> , approximately within a
T

cone of half-angle 45° surrounding the trigger par-

is directly equivalent to the statement that the

ticle.

final state has the four-jet structure shown in fig-

The straight-line fit is drawn because (10.7)

predicts that^P-r^ocJ»,. Some of the detected momen-

ure 10.3. The transverse jets of figure 10.3 are

tum corresponds to particles that do not belong to

the objects C and D of figure 10.6, and if these are

the trigger jet, but rather to the background cont-

to emerge with large transverse momentum they must

ributed by the two longitudinal jets.

have been produced through a wide-angle scattering of

As is indicated

in figure 10.5, it is assumed that the contribution

some constituent A of one incoming particle on some

from this background varies little with the trigger

constituent B of the other.

b_.

whose answer we do not yet know, is what are A, B, C

. After correcting for acceptance and for

the undetected neutrals, the conclusion then is that
>

^ 1 - > < |. | b .
r

similar to an e e

The central question,

and D?

Hence the proposal that the jet is
jet is not favoured, even if it

If one makes the simplest assumptions, the calculation of figure 10.6 leads to an inclusive cross-
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section having the structure (10.4).

in lepton scattering, but it does not fragment.

I shall dis

cuss later how these assumptions might be modified,

Rather, it annihilates with a slow antiquark produced

so that a different result is obtained.

in some other part of the interaction.

If one uses

the dimensional-counting rule (9.2) and (9.3) for
12.

the central wide-angle scattering, one obtains

qq — * q q , qg - * qg, g g — » g g etc
qq" — » MM, qM -T»qM

Backgrounds in W Production.

Figure 12.1 shows data for the production of

n = 4
n = 8,
(10.8)

where g denotes a gluon and M a qq system.

o

The

data strongly favour n = 8, but I shall explain lat

A CEIEft t «.I.
e

em

er how perhaps the processes that give n = 4 with

V

the simple assumptions might be adapted so as to
come closer to the data.

The interest in this is

that these processes are all associated with quant
um chromodynamics in a direct way.
11.

tf!%

10-

The Longitudinal Jets.

_\

J7<)>

r

The large b event structure of figure 10.3 con
T

tains a pair of longitudinal beam-fragmentation jets,
in addition to the transverse jets.

CCRSC90»)

A CHORMNC30»)

A pair of beam-

fragmentation jets is a feature also of small-^proc
esses.

T *

Because such processes do not involve any hard

scattering, it in not clear whether they have any sim
ple parton-model description.

However, the literature

P (GeV) •
T

contains several apparently very successful calcula
tions of beam fragmentation in parton-model pictures,
so that even if we are not able to give these calcul
ations any fundamental justification they are worth

'Figure 12.1. "Direct" electron production. The cur
ves show contributions from various sources (refere
nce 19).

considering seriously.
direct electron production (with contributions from
Perhaps the most obvious calculation does not

decay of pions subtracted out), compared with produc

work: it gives too few fast hadrons, compared with

tion of pions at the same transverse momentum.

experimental data.

indicated in the figure, these electrons are thought

In this approach, the quarks

As is

are supposed to be distributed in the beam particle

to be produced from a variety of sources, mostly rat

with the longitudinal momentum distributions meas

her uninteresting ones. It is not clear whether there

ured in deep inelastic lepton scattering, and they

is also a substantial signal from some more interest

then fragment into hadrons with the fragmentation

ing origin, such as charmed-particle production.

functions measured in e e annihilation. The lit20
erature
contains two apparently different modifi
cations of this approach. Each seems rather succes
sful, but they cannot both be correct.

ratio e/lt is seen to be at the 10

In the first picture, the quark again fragments

The

level, and this

is found to be the case also for the ratio /A./TT .
The direct muon production will provide a background
in experiments that aim to detect the W through its
decay W — > v . v .

as in e e" annihilation, but instead of being given

The W is expected to decay through the simple

a variable fractional longitudinal momentum within

vertex Feynman graph of figure 12.2. The coupling

the beam particle it is assumed to take almost all

at the vertex is g, given in(4.4), and the fermion

its momentum.

lines are M.V for the leptonic decay (or •*»), and a

The excuse for this assumption is

that then the other constituents of the beam par

quark-antiquark pair in the case of a hadronic decay.

ticle must be moving rather slowly, and this is said

Each diagram gives a readily calculable contribution

to be necessary in order that there may be an appr

to the width of the W, so the partial

eciable interaction with the target.

channel is known, but the total number of channels

In the second

picture, the quark is given the longitudinal momen

available for W decay is not known.

tum distribution within the beam particle as measur-

110

width into any

Considering only

tyt) , e if and four quark flavours gives

?
toUl
(12.1)
but this estimate omits the heavy lepton x , the new
quark that constitutes the X > d H the other
new quark flavours that will surely be found to have
mass less than ^ M , that is less than 30 to 40 GeV.
So the estimate (12.1) could well be too large by a
factor of 2 or more.
a n

a

w

Figure 2.2. W decay; the coupling is either to leptons or to quarks.
Using the branching ratio (12.1) and convoluting
the W -*u.i» decay distribution with a W production
calculation such as is shown in figure 6.1, the muon
signal at 90° is as is shown in figure 12.3. There

The calculation has included no transverse momentum
for the W; there might well be several GeV/c of trans
verse momentum, which would smudge out the peak. The
dotted line in figure 12.3 is an estimate of the back
ground from direct muon production, assuming that M/TT
-4
remains at about 10 and making what is in this con
text the most pessimistic prediction about pion prod
uction at these large values of |> and S , namely
that the value of n in (10.4) has changed to 4.
Figure 12.3 encourages the hope that the W may be
readily detectable from the muon signal alone; if it
is not, things can be improved by using a hadron calo
rimeter opposite to the muon detector, so as to pick
out those events where the large transverse momentum
of the muon is balanced on the other side by an undet
ected neutrino instead of the hadron jet expected in
the case of the background muons.
T

In the case of the hadronic decays of the W, the
quarks in figure 12.2 fragment into hadrons and a
pair of jets is expected exactly similar to those
seen in e e~ annihilation. However, from what we
know about jet production in ordinary large |» reac
tions it is expected that the background of jets will
swamp the signal from the W, even if n = 4 in (10.4)
has not yet been reached. But perhaps it will be pos
sible to establish the presence of the W from a peak
in the invariant mass distribution of the combined
pair of transverse jets.
T

13. Breaking of Bjorken Scaling.
In the various reactions that I have discussed,
scaling seems to be a remarkably good feature of the
data. Nevertheless, there are clear deviations from
scaling, as is seen in the deep inelastic muon and
neutrino scattering data shown in figures 2.3 and
13.1. At small x, F_ rises slowly with increasing -q2,
while at large x it falls.
+0
h

50
(GtV/c)

60
r

sc = 0-0.1
— » — o.i-o.i
. — i - o.a -0.3

Figure 12.3. Production of muons at 90° via a W, for
three possible values of M , in ^ collisions at
Js = 400 GeV. The dashed curve represents the esti
mated background from direct muons (reference 21).
is a peak at ^ = a M„; the shape of the rise to this
peak is determined mainly by the longitudinal momen
tum distribution of the W predicted from the DrellYan production mechanism, while the right-hand side
of the peak has a fall-off largely determined by the
total width of the W. If the total width is twice
as much as is assumed in (12.1), the peak in figure
12.3 is correspondingly wider and 'A- the height.

i a.
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0.3 -0.*-

~-f-

0*-0ff

T
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Figure 13.1. Measurements of F_(x,q ) in neutrino
scattering (CDHS collaboration).
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tribution from each quark flavour separately, becau

Mass Effects.
A large part of the deviations from scaling is
due to parton mass effects. As I shall now explain,
unfortunately we do not know how to calculate these

se < w >

varies with the flavour.

We do not under

stand the effects of the quark-confining forces, but
presumably ^«">

describes the mass of the fragmen

ting quark before the confining force has had a chance

mass effects at all exactly, so that we cannot be
sure how much of the breaking of scaling has a more
interesting dynamical origin.

to act, and so fur u and d quarks it is less than
2
(350 MeV) . These quarks dominate F_ for x large,
where only the valence contributions matter.

Consider the simple parton model that eventually
is supposed to scale at large enough values of y
2
and -q (figure 13.2). The question that must be

for large x, \ifi
5

x - xTl /2y

. So if F

, the large x part of the plot of F

Hence

is fixed
against x

approaches the ultimate scaling curve from the left
2
as v or -q increases. Taking account of the shape
of the curve, this means that, at fixed large x, Fdecreases with increasing -q . As we have seen in
figures 2.4 and 13.1, the data do show a decrease
of F_ at fixed large x.

Near x = 0, \&

x +<o>/2»/,

so that the variation is in the opposite direction,
as also is seen in the data.

The variation resulting

from heavy quarks can be particularly rapid, until
values of V » their squared mass <o"> are reached.
Figure 13.2. Quark parton model for deep inelastic
scattering. 0* is the squared invariant mass of the
quark jet before the confining force begins to act.

It is an interesting question how much of the rise
seen at small x is due to the contribution from char
med quarks.

answered is how this scaling is approached, so that

bute to F

Notice that a charmed quark may contri

without any charmed particles appearing in

one needs to calculate the next-to-leading order con

the final state; just as the final-state interaction

tribution, which contributes terms of order V* to
22
F_(x). It is found
that, correct to terms of

that must be added to figure 13.1 anihilates frac

order y

-I

tional charge, so also it may annihilate charm.

, the contribution from figure 13.2 is

Indeed,

there is a kinematic incentive for it to do so, until

found essentially by replacing x by

V

becomes very large, because charmed particles are

relatively massive.
(13.1)

QCD Effects.
Once the mass effects are subtracted out (if

where M is the mass of the target hadron and <<8">is
the average value of the squared invariant mass of

only we knew how to do this), the remaining scale-

the quark jet. That is, F. is constant at fixed 5 •
Notice that this result is correct only up to terms

breaking is interpreted as coming about because the
2
wavelength of the virtual photon decreases as -q

in y

increases, and so structure in the partons themselves

, which may not be good enough for a complet

ely accurate analysis of present data.

But there is

is progressively revealed.

a more serious problem that it takes account only of
the impulse-approximation contribution of figure 13.2.
In the scaling parton model, this contribution is the
only one that survives in the ultimate scaling limit,
and in leading order it satisfies the current-conser
vation conditions q.»W ^

= W * q„ = 0.

But in non-

leading orders it does not, so that in non-leading

A concrete model in which this occurs is provided
by quantum chromodynamics . Rather as in quantum
electrodynamics the force is transmitted by the spinone photon, in QCD it is transmitted by the spin-one
gluon.

However, while the photon couples to charge

but itself carries no charge, the gluon couples to
colour and does carry colour.

orders there must be contributions from other, more
complicated diagrams. We have no idea of how to cal
culate these.

Consequently, in QCD

there is a three-gluon vertex which has no analogue
in QED, so that there are vital differences between
the two theories.

If we assume that nevertheless the variable y prov

The theory contains a bare coupling between glu-

ides at least an approximate description of the mass

ons and quarks, figure 13.3a.

effects, we explain a large part of the deviations

ious insertions; some of the lowest-order ones are

from scaling.

shown in figure 13.3b.

Notice that we must consider the con
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This is dressed by var

The various terms must be

large x is to decrease F_ with increasing -q . Anoth e r possible Q C D effect is shown i n figure 13.4b.

k>~

Here a gluon constituent o f t h e target hadron couples
to a quark-antiquark p a i r .

Because the gluon h a s

zero charge, it cannot absorb t h e virtual photon

(o.)

directly, b u t t h e photon can couple to t h e qq" p a i r .
This pair production occurs mainly at small values
2
o f x , and there it produces a rise in F_ as -q i n creases .
Another Q C D effect is that a quark m a y radiate

(•*>

a gluon before it fragments t o form a jet o f hadrons.
This can occur in deep inelastic scattering, as shown
in figure 13.4c.

It turns out that t h e interference

between this diagram and that o f figure 13.4a also

(c)

contributes to t h e breaking o f scaling.

T h e radiation

o f a gluon before t h e quark fragments c a n also occur
Figure 13.3. T h e quark-gluon vertex: a ) the bare
vertex, b ) some lowest-order corrections t o i t , c )
the complete vertex.

in t h e e e

annihilation diagram, a s i n figure 13.5a.

summed and then the s u m is renormalised, resulting in
an effective strong-interaction "fine-structure constant" «

s

, figure 13.3c, that varies when t h e squared

mass o f any o f its three legs is varied.

Because o f

the presence in figure 13.3b o f the term that con-

t»ï

tains the three-gluon coupling, o ( decreases to zero
s

when any o f its legs is taken far o f f shell.

I2..5

For

this reason, t h e theory is said to b e "asymptotically
free".

Legs being far o f f shell correspond t o inter-

actions at short distance, and the smallness o f o(

Figure 13.5. Corrections t o t h e simple parton model
for e e ~ annihilation.

4

in this situation allows the strong-interaction eff-

Another QCD modification to the basic parton e e ~

ects at short distance to be calculated i n perturba-

mechanism involves a n internal virtual gluon, shown

tion theory.

in figure 13.5b.

A quark may radiate a gluon, which then fragments to form a jet o f hadrons.

In deep inelastic e o r

This gives a modification to the

ratio R o f ( 8 . 3 ) , which to lowest order in «
up to some

becomes,

theoretical uncertainties,

U. scattering, this m a y happen before the quark a b sorbs t h e virtual photon, as in figure 13.4a.

"^H

This
(13.2)

J&

The expression for 0 < obtained from a sum o f
s

-ce

diagrams such as is shown i n figure 13.3, and subsequent renormalisation, is

12-rr

«s =

Ceo

c<o
Figure 13.4.
13.2.

<cj>

-

(13.3)
-.2 ..
Here Q* is t h e squared 4-momentum o f whichever leg

Low-order QCD corrections to figure

in the diagram o f figure 13.3c is being taken off-

means that the fractional momentum probed b y t h e photon
is reduced, some o f it having already been radiated
away b y the gluon.

A 5 X^GlVA"

So the curve F_(x) is shifted to

., and the more so t h e larger
the left in the x plot
2
the value o f -q . Once again, the effect at fixed

shell, and A
ated.

is a parameter that cannot be calcul-

It would b e helpful to have a direct physical int-

erpretation of the mass-scale set by. A

(or'the length-

scale set b y \ ~ ) , but none seems to have been given
yet.
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It is usually supposed that A * 500 MeV.

This

comes from fits to the scale-breaking in deep inelas
tic e or AH scattering.

However, because of the prob

ce is made.
Drell-Yan in QCD.

lem of how correctly to allow for the mass effects,
and because, particularly at small x, the scale break
ing

obtained from the diagrams of figure 13.4 is

sensitive to the shape of the unknown distribution
of gluons in the hadron, this value for A cannot be
accepted as final.

Figure 13.6 illustrates the res

ults of one particular calculation of F_.

With

l\ = 500 MeV, «<j $s '/3 in the range 10 GeV^ Q <
2

50 Gevf so that afc/ir # 1 0 % and the QCD effect in
(13.2) is actually rather small.

The Drell-Yan formula (5.9) was initially der
ived assuming that the parton distributions scale and
so are functions of x only.

If the e or A* scattering

experiments find that there is also a variation with
2
q , one might guess that this variation should be ref2
lected in (5.9). In deep inelastic scattering, q
2
is a momentum transfer and so q < 0, while in the
2
Drell-Yan process the large variable is. M|^ > 0.
Perhaps the obvious guess is to insert into the
Drell-Yan formula the deep inelastic scattering data
obtained at q

It, . In so far as the QCD effects
-M'

are concerned, this has been verified to lowest order
in 0C5 and to leading order in logarithms.

So again

there is the problem whether one should not really
have for example q

= - i M,

t

, or some other choice

that is equivalent to leading order in logarithm.
Asymptotically it makes no difference, but at pres
ently accessible values of M«. the different choices
do give large numerical differences.

the mass effects in deep inelastic scattering and the

A * 300 MeV
A « 500 MeV

0.+

In addition,

Drell-Yan process are certainly different, but cannot
really be calculated in either case. Figure 13.7,

0-a.

Figure 13.6.
fUC*» ! )the shape of
the proton.
4

2

A

t

0.+

0.6

0.*

The effect of QCD corrections to
small x the curves are sensitive to
the unknown distribution of gluons in
(Reference 23).

Y\

Notice that, except in deep inelastic scatter
ing where there is an alternative, operator formalism
not based directly on individual perturbation-theory
diagrams, there is always a problem in how to iden2
tify Q with the external variables in a reaction.
Theoretical manipulations work to leading order in
logarithms, and the problem is that to leading order
one has, for example log Q
const.).

Thus while in e e

rather natural to identify Q

2

2

log x Q = log (Q

annihilation it seems
2
= s, the theoretical

x* M / s
u

work cannot show that it should not rather be, say,
Q

= a s.

Figure 13.7. Predictions for scale-breaking effects
in continuum dilepton production (reference 24).

Asymptotically it makes no difference

but at present values of s it does matter which choi
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which shows predictions for scale-breaking in the

diagrams, the large q_ of the dilepton is balanced,

Drell-Yan process, should be viewed with these dif

at least partly, by a gluon jet or a quark jet reco
iling with transverse momentum in the opposite dir

ficulties in mind.

ection.
14.

Calculations find that the observed ^qJ> is

too large for all of it to be balanced by the recoil

The Transverse Momentum of Partons.

ing quark or gluon jets.
The transverse momentum of large-M., lepton pai

That is, the quark or gluon

constituents in the hadron wave function must have

rs produced in proton-nucleus collisions is measured

some "primordial" transverse momentum before the QCD

to be surprisingly large: see figure 14.1. The tran-

effects occur.

It is not known how large this primor

dial component should be expected to be.

It probably

varies with the fractional longitudinal momentum x
of the constituent.

<AT>

One does not really know how to

combine it with the transverse momentum generated by

12.00

the QCD effects; the calculations shown in figure

*+

14.1 simply add on a constant 500 MeV/c to the QCDgenerated contributions.

?oo

This is a rather typical problem encountered in
trying to compare the predictions of QCD with experi
X

2.O0 GeV/c

•

400

ment.

400
GtV /c

Although asymptotic freedom makes it possible

to calculate the short-distance effects in a strong
interaction by perturbation theory, in most cases
there are parts of any reaction that do not depend on

10

15

M

short-distance structure.

These cannot be calculated

«

(G-eV)

by perturbation theory, and their effects can well
swamp the ones that can be calculated.

Figure 14.1. Average transverse momentum of dileptons produced in proton-nucleus collisions. Data
from Columbia-Fermilab-Stony Brook, calculations from
reference 24

15.

QCD and Large |» .
T

In the hard scattering diagram of figure 10.6,

verse momentum of the dilepton is equal to that of

an obvious choice for the central wide-angle scatt

the virtual photon.

ering is qq —>• qq.

In the Drell-Yan mechanism, this

is in turn equal to the sum of the transverse momenta

If it is assumed (i) that this

occurs through the exchange of a single gluon with

of the quark and antiquark that fuse to form the

constant coupling, (ii) that the distributions of

photon.

Since the sum here is a vector sum,

quarks in the initial hadrons scale, (iii) that the

q_ = k

+ k„-, and the relative orientation of k„.

T1

and k _ is presumably random, one has < %}r^

=

fragmentation functions of the quarks into hadrons
scale, and (iv) that the quarks have negligible tran

(fc-ri^ + Ol-Ti^ • Assuming that the average transverse

sverse momentum before they scatter each other, one

momenta of the quark and the antiquark are equal,

obtains (10.4) with n = 4.

each must therefore be equal to ^9-r? / $2 & 850

tions (i) to (iv) is relaxed, the qq scattering dia

MeV/c.

gram provides a much better fit to the data, which
prefer the value n = 8.

Part of this transverse momentum can originate
from the QCD effects shown in figure 14.2.

If each of the assump

With present knowledge, relaxing each of the

In these

four assumptions introduces a considerable amount of
arbitrariness into the calculation. It has been
25
shown
that in QCD the assumptions (i), (ii) and

wv^

~ <

±
<Z5

(iii) should be modified so that the constant coup
ling of the gluon is replaced by the "running" coup
ling (13.3), and the quark distributions and frag
mentation functions should be replaced by the nonscaling ones as measured in lepton scattering and
e e

Figure 14.2. QCD corrections to Drell-Yan mechanism.
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annihilation.

(In the latter case, the break-

ing of scaling is predicted but not yet seen.)

\0-*>

There are the usual problems about mass effects and
2
how to identify Q with the variables in the diag
ram. When the modifications to the assumptions
(i) and (iii) are made, the contribution from the
mechanism no longer takes the simple form (10.4)
with a fixed value of n. However, it is useful to
talk in terms of the resulting effective value of n.
25
According to the calculations of Field , using the

10"

10'

ICT

running coupling changes n from 4 to 4.9, introduc
ing breaking of scaling into the quark distribut
ions changes n from 4.9 to 5.2, and breaking the

ir

\0' -

scaling of the quark fragmentation changes n from

a-s--***-

wnv

5.2 to 5.9.
In the framework of the hard-scattering model,
4

the large- J»t cross-section is small because the

-

6

8"

10

(>

T

central wide-angle scattering cross-section is sma
ll.

However, if the constitutentsA and B in figure

10.6 have transverse momentum before the scattering,
and if this is aligned towards the trigger, the

12.

C&cV/c)

Figure 15.1. Contributions of different hard scatter
ings to 90° pion production at Js = 5 3 GeV (referen
ce 27) .

central scattering does not have to be through such
IO-"

a wide angle and so the magnitude of the cross-sec
tion is enhanced.

Field finds that putting in an

average transverse momentum of 850 MeV/c for each

I0"

31

h

\
\
\

quark before the scattering changes the effective
value of n from 5.7 to 7.1.

Further, the calcula

\o-"

ted magnitude of the cross-section then fits data
well for f » ^ 6 GeV/c.
T

10-35

To improve the fit for smaller values of J» ,

J^-tt*

contributions from other choices for the central
scattering are included.

In QCD, natural choices

I0"

57

are qg -» qg, gg -*• gg, qq - > g g and vice versa,
where g denotes a gluon.

Expected sizes for dif

ferent contributions are shown in figure 15.1.

4

6

*

lo

When all the contributions are added together, ag

^

12. W(GeV/O

reement with the data is surprisingly good, though
certainly not perfect.

Figure 15.2. QCD predictions for direct photon prod
uction at 90° with Js = 53 GeV, and data forir'production (reference 24).

However, I must stress ag

ain that there are several arbitrary ingredients
in the calculation.
Finally, I mention direct photon production at
large J» (that is, photons that do not come from
T

0

the decay of a Tr or other particle).

°

/s" = 53 GeV

•

/ ? ! (S GeV

In QCD, this

can be calculated from the diagrams of figure 14.2
by replacing the virtual photon with its attached
leptons by a real, high b photon.

Predictions are

shown in figure 15.2, together with a representat
ion of data for TV* production.

The V production

is expected to be rather large.

Similar predict
28

ions have been made in some other models; see for

_L

_L

_L

I

30

32

34

16

3-8

pcm (GeV/c)

example figure 15.3. The "data" in that figure
should probably be interpreted as upper limits,

Figure 15.3. Direct photon production.
CERN 412, p r e d i c t i o n from reference 28.

because of the great difficulty of the experiment.
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Data from

16. Conclusions.

9)
10)

The most striking feature of the quark parton

L.M. Lederman, Cargese lectures (1977).
R.D. Field and R.P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. D15,
2590 (1977).

model is how well it seems to agree with experiment,
even in its simplest version.

11)

It is important to

tions (Cambridge University Press).

try and achieve understanding of quark confinement,
and of its effects on the structure of final states,

12)

but it seems that these effects may be fairly simple.
Quantum chromodynamics provides the only full
field theory of strong interactions available at

eriment.

J.R. Ellis, Comments on Nuclear and Particle
Physics, to be published.

13)

J.H. Cobb et al., Phys. Lett. 72B, 497 (1978).

14)

S.J. Brodsky, T.A. DeGrand, J.F. Gunion and

present, and the immediate future will see much work
towards trying to establish its connection with exp

J.C. Taylor, Gauge Theories of Weak Interac

J.H. Weis, SLAC-PUB-2102.
15)

This is not straightforward, because only

G. Hanson, 7th International Colloquium on
Multiparticle Reactions, Tutzing (1976).

certain quantities in the theory may be calculated
16)

in perturbation theory, and it is not easy in the

L. Sehgal, review talk at 1977 International

data to separate these from those that can not be

Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions

calculated.

at High Energies, Hamburg.

However, with a theory that makes pre

dictions for such a wide range of different reactions

17)

there is the exciting prospect that, by working clos
ely together, experimentalists and theorists can

K. Winter, review talk at European Conference
on Particle Physics, Budapest (1977).

18)

gradually piece together a complete picture of inter

P.V. Landshoff, rapporteur talk at XVII
International Conference on High Energy Physics,

actions at high energy and short distance.

London (1974).
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